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Marrying ab initio calculations and Halo-EFT: the case of 7Li + n→ 8Li + γ
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We report a leading-order calculation of radiative 7Li neutron captures to both the ground and
first excited state of 8Li in the framework of a low-energy effective field theory (Halo-EFT). Each of
the possible final states is treated as a shallow bound state composed of both n+ 7Li and n+ 7Li∗
(core excitation) configurations. The ab initio variational Monte Carlo method is used to compute
the asymptotic normalization coefficients of these bound states, which are then used to fix couplings
in our EFT. We calculate the total and partial cross sections in the radiative capture process using
this calibrated EFT. Fair agreement with measured total cross sections is achieved and excellent
agreement with the measured branching ratio between the two final states is found. In contrast,a
previous Halo-EFT calculation [G. Rupak and R. Higa, Phys. Rev. Lett 106, 222501 (2011)]
assumes that the n-7Li couplings in different spin channels are equal, fits the P -wave “effective-
range” parameter to the threshold cross section for 7Li + n → 8Li + γ, and assumes the core
excitation is at high enough energy scale that it can be integrated out.
PACS numbers: 25.20.-x, 25.40.Lw, 11.10.Ef, 21.10.Jx, 21.60.De
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
The radiative capture of neutrons on 7Li [denoted
7Li(n, γ)8Li] has been studied both experimentally [1–
7] and theoretically [8–16] for many years. The reaction
could be important for the r-process in neutrino-driven
winds, as part of a path around the A = 5 and A = 8
stability gaps [17], although most contemporary interest
focuses on the use of 7Li(n, γ)8Li to constrain models of
the isospin mirror process 7Be(p, γ)8B 1. The flux of so-
lar neutrinos, especially at the energies probed by water
Cherenkov and chlorine experiments, is sensitive to the
rate of the proton-capture reaction [19]. It is at energies
typical of the solar interior (∼ 20 keV) that the cross
section must be known, and the relevant reaction mecha-
nism there is nonresonant direct capture. Since the cross
section is unmeasurably small in the 10s of keV regime
models are necessary to combine experimental cross sec-
tions measured at higher energies and extrapolate them
to energies found inside the Sun. But even measurement
of the 7Be(p, γ)8B rate at energies of 100s of keV is diffi-
cult because of its small cross sections and radioactivity
of the 7Be target; large uncertainties have lingered for a
long time [19].
Many theoretical models of the 7Be(p, γ)8B reaction
have been put forward. (For a thorough discussion and
an exhaustive list of references, see Ref. [19].) Like the
1 The reaction 7Li(n, γ)8Li is also important in inhomogeneous
models of big-bang nucleosynthesis [6, 18], but these are now
disfavored because they overproduce several light nuclides and
because the laboratory evidence is now against a first-order QCD
phase transition in the early universe.
experimental effort that they support, the models face
severe practical limitations. Simplest in conception are
“two-body” potential models, in which the 7Be nucleus
and captured proton are treated as fundamental parti-
cles interacting through a Woods-Saxon or similar po-
tential. These models suffer from a lack of experimental
constraints, since low-lying states may not be relevant to
the channels probed in the reaction. Several attempts
have been made to constrain models by studying the
8Li system and applying isospin symmetry, using both
Woods-Saxon and R-matrix models [2, 9, 14, 16, 20, 21].
These met with only partial success, generally failing
to reproduce absolute cross sections of 7Be(p, γ)8B and
7Li(n, γ)8Li simultaneously. The source of this difficulty
remains unclear [14].
Another path has been to compute cross sections
in models that contain nucleon degrees of freedom in
the target, linking the cross section to the nucleon-
level physics. Until recently, computational limits forced
rather severe simplifications on such “microscopic” mod-
els. They do not typically predict the absolute cross sec-
tion accurately but seem to give a better description of
its energy dependence than do potential models [22–24].
Thus the overall scale of these results was often adjusted
by fitting to data. (See also Refs. [25, 26] for similar
results using methods related to the “traditional” shell
model.)
However, recent advances in computing power and de-
scriptions of the nucleon-nucleon interaction have made
possible ab initio models based on detailed descriptions of
the underlying dynamics. Accurate ab initio calculations
of A = 8 bound and resonant states have been available
for more than a decade [27, 28], and completely ab initio
calculations of a few reaction processes [13, 29, 30] are
beginning to emerge. In particular, Ref. [31] presented
a well-converged computation of 7Be(p, γ)8B with what
should be a suitably accurate description of the nucleon-
2nucleon interaction. Thus, in contrast to older calcu-
lations with nucleonic degrees of freedom, these studies
provide information on cross sections that is not in any
way fitted to the capture data. Ab initio and experimen-
tal cross sections can now be compared directly to one
another, with the promise of more accurate input to, e.g.,
solar models, in the future.
Nevertheless, the ab initio models’ margin of advan-
tage over potential models remains relatively small: the
energy dependences of non-resonant cross sections are
dominated by barrier penetrabilities and phase-space-
type considerations. These features are captured in any
reasonable model. There should consequently be con-
siderable utility in finding ways to extract irreducibly
nucleon-level information from ab initio methods and
use it in less computationally-intensive models that de-
scribe “non-microscopic” effects directly and transpar-
ently. The initial application of ab initio methods to
radiative captures indeed followed this path, combining
radial overlap functions (or spectroscopic factors) from
nuclear structure models with simpler models of nucleus-
nucleus scattering [2, 32–34].
B. Why effective field theory?
But a serious weakness of such a procedure is that it
has uncontrolled errors. For example, in a Woods-Saxon
model with one open channel there are (minimally) four
parameters to be fitted: central and spin-orbit potential
strengths, and two geometric parameters. The parame-
ters are fitted to whatever information may be available,
and then ambiguities in the parameters translate to un-
certainties in the computed cross sections. Whether the
Woods-Saxon model provides the best possible constraint
on cross sections given input data is unclear, and there
is no systematic approach to determine what is allowed.
Past efforts to assess the theoretical uncertainties associ-
ated with potential-model approaches in the A = 8 sys-
tem may be found in Refs. [8, 15].
Effective field theory (EFT) provides an alternative
approach. Rather than an assumed form for the two-
body potential, it starts with a Lagrangian for the mo-
tion and interaction of the colliding particles. The La-
grangian is expanded in powers of a small momentum
scale characterizing the problem, including all operators
consistent with the underlying symmetries up to some
specified power of the momentum scale. The presence
of low-energy bound states is built into the EFT by as-
sumptions about the size of the coefficients that govern
the interaction, which are fitted to match input data. Ob-
servables that are not amongst the input data can then
be predicted (or postdicted). This provides a systematic
sorting of physical effects by their importance and builds
in a minimum set of assumptions. For reviews describ-
ing the application of such EFTs to nuclear physics see
Refs. [35–38]
In this case the degrees of freedom in the EFT will
be the halo nucleus’ core and the valence neutrons, sup-
plemented by degrees of freedom associated with core
excited states. The EFT expansion in halo systems is
an expansion in γ/Λ, where γ is the binding momentum
associated with the halo bound (or scattering) state, and
Λ is a high-momentum scale related to the range of the
core-neutron interaction. The resulting “Halo-EFT” ap-
proach thus contains similar physics to a potential model,
but includes fewer tacit assumptions about the system
and a better accounting of uncertainties. In particular,
the size of the error due to omitted higher-order operators
can be estimated quantitatively. The main requirement
for a successful Halo-EFT treatment is that the charac-
teristic momentum of the halo physics (γ) be well below
the scale at which details of the neutron-core interac-
tion become important. Similar assumptions inhere to
potential models, and the role of “simple” physics like
barrier penetrabilities and phase space should be very
similar in the two approaches. Halo-EFT has its gene-
sis in the “short-range EFT” (sometimes called “pionless
EFT”) originally developed in Refs. [39–43], with that
theory extended to P -wave interactions in Refs. [44, 45]
and the results applied to various halo systems including
5He [44, 45], 8Li [11, 12], 11Be [46], 15C [47], 17F [48] and
19C [49], as well as to α-α interactions [50] and a number
of two-neutron halos [51–56].
None of these calculations, however, used input from
ab initio computations. In fact, practitioners of ab ini-
tio models have been computing results that can be
used quite directly to fix Halo-EFT parameters: nuclear
asymptotic normalization coefficients (ANCs) [57], which
are quite often used as inputs to potential models of
radiative capture [10, 58]. Relative to ab initio calcu-
lations, both potential models and Halo-EFT treat the
simple physics simply. Halo-EFT should be the better
framework for doing this, because it provides physically
motivated calculations consistent with ab initio theory
which have a known level of accuracy.
C. Degrees of freedom and energy scales
In this report, we describe an application of Halo-EFT
to the A = 8 capture process 7Li(n, γ)8Li. The degrees of
freedom in our calculation are the neutron together with
the ground and first-excited states of the 7Li core. Halo-
EFT has previously been applied to this system [11, 12],
but, in contrast to those works we use ANCs from ab
initio calculations to fix most EFT parameters.
In our work the high-energy scale is associated with the
breakup energy of 7Li→ t+ 4He, 2.5 MeV, which trans-
lates to a high-momentum scale Λ ∼ 90 MeV. Starting
from the binding energies of 8Li and 8Li∗ with respect
to the 7Li-n threshold, 2.03 and 1.05 MeV respectively,
we then infer that 8Li (8Li∗) is a bound state with typi-
cal momentum γ = 57.8 MeV (γ˜ = 41.6 MeV). (Various
low energy/momentum scales that will be used later are
collected in Table I.) These scales are then to be con-
3Momentum scale Definition Value
γ
√
2MRB8Li 57.8 MeV
γ∗
√
2MR(B8Li + E∗) 65.1 MeV
γ∆
√
2MRE∗ 30.0 MeV
γ˜
√
2MRB8Li∗ 41.6 MeV
γ˜∗
√
2MR(B8Li∗ + E∗) 51.3 MeV
TABLE I: Momentum scales associated with bound states
considered in our calculation. Note that the star (∗) denotes
a binding energy or momentum computed relative to the n-
7Li∗ threshold, which sits E∗ above the n-7Li threshold, while
quantities relevant to the 8Li excited state are indicated by
a tilde (˜ ). Note also that the definitions of, e.g. γ, γ∗, and
γ∆, result in an obvious Pythagorean equality. See the text
below Eqs. (14) and (19) for a detailed discussion of these
quantities.
sidered small with respect to Λ, which yields a nominal
expansion parameter γ/Λ ∼ 0.5. However, the result we
find for the P -wave effective range in 7Li-n scattering,
r1 ≈ −1.4 fm−1 suggests a higher Λ and hence a more
convergent expansion. Since the theory is designed to
work for bound-state energies of 1–2 MeV it should also
describe 7Li-neutron scattering provided the neutron en-
ergy is kept in this range. However, at approximately
0.22 MeV above the n-7Li threshold, there is a 3+ reso-
nance unrelated to the threshold capture. This resonance
dominates the total cross section in a narrow window
around 0.22 MeV. Since our goal is an understanding of
threshold capture (in particular with a view to comput-
ing radiative proton capture on 7Be) here we focus on
the cross section below this energy and do not introduce
this resonance in our EFT. The 3+ resonance could be
added as an additional dynamical degree of freedom in
the EFT, as was done in Ref. [12].
D. Differences from previous calculations
There are three key differences between this study and
the earlier Halo-EFT studies of this system: Refs. [11,
12]. First, we infer parameters of our leading-order
(LO) EFT using binding energies and S-wave scattering
lengths taken from experiment and ab initio ANCs calcu-
lated by the variational Monte Carlo (VMC) method [59]
with realistic two- and three-nucleon interactions. This
explains the title of this article. The additional input
information in our approach lets us predict ratios of par-
tial cross sections as dynamical quantities related to the
couplings in the EFT Lagrangian. In contrast, the cou-
plings of spin channels in the final state were assumed for
simplicity to be equal in Ref. [11, 12] so that the branch-
ing ratios there carry no link to the actual short-range
physics at work in the 7Li-neutron system.
The second difference is the treatment of core exci-
tation in the EFT. The first excited state of 7Li, with
quantum numbers Jpi = 1/2− and denoted here as 7Li∗,
is included as a dynamical degree of freedom in our EFT.
We see this as mandatory because its excitation energy of
0.478MeV is small compared with the neutron separation
energy of 8Li. As a result, low-energy n-7Li scattering has
an inelastic channel n+ 7Li→ n+ 7Li∗, and this reaction
has been observed experimentally (e.g., see Ref. [5] and
references therein). The importance of core excitation
can also be seen by comparing computed ANCs (see Ta-
ble III) of 8Li for separation into n+7Li and into n+7Li∗:
they are of similar size. We will show below that includ-
ing core excitation yields a different conceptual picture
of how the effective-range expansion (ERE) arises in the
elastic channel.
Finally, we also provide predictions for the radiative
capture of neutrons on 7Li into the first excited state of
8Li, which is even shallower than the ground state, and so
should be an even better candidate for the application of
EFT. This 1+ state was not considered in Ref. [11], and
the branching ratio was not predicted but instead used
as input in the computation of Ref. [12]. We also include
core excitation of 7Li, i.e. effects of 7Li∗(1/2−), when
studying capture into 8Li∗, just as we do for capture to
the ground state. In principle similar calculations (not
presented here) can be done to obtain LO Halo EFT
predictions for the Coulomb dissociation of 8Li and 8Li∗
to 7Li or 7Li∗.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec. II
uses a simple example to explain the idea of combining
ab initio calculations (VMC) and the Halo-EFT to study
two-body P -wave scattering and shallow bound states.
In Sec. III, we apply this idea to study n-7Li (7Li∗) scat-
terings and 8Li (8Li∗), with extra complexities including
channel mixing and core excitation. In Sec. IV we study
the radiative captures at LO, discuss higher-order con-
tributions, and compare our cross section results with
available data. We summarize our study in Sec. V.
II. AN EXAMPLE OF A SHALLOW P -WAVE
BOUND STATE
In this section we use a simple example to lay out the
general idea of studying a shallow P -wave bound state
(“dimer”) in Halo-EFT [40, 46]. We only consider spin-
less particles; the generalization to degrees of freedom
with spin will be performed in the next section. The re-
sult will be a next-to-leading-order (NLO) calculation for
which we can use ANCs computed via ab initio methods
as input. The EFT Lagrangian is
L0 = n†
(
i∂t +
▽2
2Mn
)
n + c†
(
i∂t +
▽2
2Mc
)
c
+ π†i
(
i∂t +
▽2
2Mnc
+∆
)
πi
LP = hπ†ini (Vn − Vc)i c +C.C. . (1)
Here the dimer fields, π†i (i = ±1, 0), correspond to the
P -wave bound states, while c and n are the fields of the
4core and the particle which bind to form the dimer. The
masses in L0 are Mn (neutron), Mc (core), and Mnc ≡
Mn +Mc. ∆ is the bare dimer binding energy, h is the
dimer-c-n coupling, and Vc, Vn are the core and neutron
velocities 2
Now we calculate the self-energy of the dimer, which
will be used to dress the dimer propagator, as shown in
Fig. 1:
Σji (p
0,p) ≡ δjiΣ(p0,p) = −δji
h2
6πMR
k2 (ik + 3µ) . (2)
In this equation,MR ≡MnMc/(Mn+Mc) is the reduced
mass of the system, p0, p are its total energy and mo-
mentum, and k2/2MR ≡ p0 − p2/2Mnc + iǫ is the n-c
system’s energy in the C.M. frame. Here we use power-
divergence subtraction [40, 41] to renormalize the loop
contribution with µ as the renormalization scale. Based
on this, we can calculate the fully dressed dimer propa-
gator Dji ≡ Dδji and get the following
D−1(p0,p) = p0 − p
2
2Mnc
+∆− Σ(p0,p) . (3)
The general (off-shell) T-matrix can be calculated by
using the interaction listed in Eq. (1), LP , and is then
schematically shown as T ∼ V ×D × V with V the n-c-
dimer interaction in the corresponding channel [46]. In
the n-c C.M. frame we have:
〈p′|T (E)|p〉 = h
2
M2R
(p′ · p) D(E,0). (4)
By comparing the on-shell T-matrix with the effective
range expansion (ERE) [40, 46], we obtain the follow-
ing relationships (a and r are the scattering volume and
effective “range” in P -wave scattering):
∆
6πMR
h2
=
1
a
,
3π
h2
+ 2µ = −1
2
r . (5)
To calculate the ANC, we use the following observation
[46, 60]:
〈r′ | 1
E −H |r〉 = 〈r
′ | 1
E −H0 +
1
E −H0T
1
E −H0 |r〉
E→−B−→ C2 ×
∑
j
φj(r
′
)φ∗j (r)
E +B
. (6)
Here φj(r) is the zero-range wave function for a P -wave
state whose eigenvalue of Jz is j. Since spin is absent
here:
φj(r) =
(
1 +
1
γr
)
Y1j(rˆ)
e−γr
r
, (7)
2 Note the use of velocity couplings here, in contrast to the mo-
mentum couplings of Refs. [44–46].
pi α pi
β
FIG. 1: The diagram of dimers’ self-energy insertions. Here
thick and thin solid lines, and the dashed line denote dimers,
n, and c fields. The dimers include a spinless P -wave bound
state (Sec. II), piα, and p˜ii (Sec. III).
where γ =
√
2MRB is the binding momentum of the
bound state, and C is the ANC.
By analytically continuing the calculated T-matrix to
negative scattering energy, we find
C =
√
(−)2γ2
r + 3γ
. (8)
As a result, the EFT parameters, ∆ and h—or equiva-
lently the scattering parameters a and r—can be fixed
using γ and the ANC, C. In principle ab initio input can
be used for both these quantities. However, experimental
observables in weakly bound systems are extremely sen-
sitive to the two-body binding energy, so in what follows
we take γ from data, and obtain the requisite ANCs from
an ab initio method—we use VMC but the same connec-
tion can be made to any underlying theory of the n-c
bound state3. ANCs can also be measured, in principle,
in transfer-reaction experiments like those of Ref. [21].
We will discuss the results obtained when experimental
input is used for C further below. We note that sim-
ilar connections between ANCs and effective-range pa-
rameters have previously been obtained without the use
of EFT, e.g. in deriving S-factor parameterizations of
radiative-capture cross sections [67, 68].
III. 8Li AND 8Li∗, AND 7Li-n (7Li∗-n) P -WAVE
SCATTERINGS
This section focuses on computing the properties of
8Li and 8Li∗ as (shallow) bound states within the cou-
pled system consisting of 7Li-n and 7Li∗-n channels.
These channels have different spin structure and mix
non-perturbatively. The Lagrangian that describes this
3 This sensitivity to the separation energy also affects the defini-
tions of the ANCs themselves. The ANCs were computed using
experimental separation energies as inputs, even where these dif-
fer from those of the ab initio Hamiltonian [59, 66].
5is written as:
L = L0 + LS + LP,gs + LP,es , (9)
L0 = n†σ
(
i∂t +
▽2
2Mn
)
nσ + c
†a
(
i∂t +
▽2
2Mc
)
ca
+d†δ
(
i∂t +
▽2
2Mc
)
dδ + π
†α
(
i∂t +
▽2
2Mnc
+∆
)
πα
+π˜†i
(
i∂t +
▽2
2Mnc
+ ∆˜
)
π˜i , (10)
LS = g(3S1)c†a
′
n†σ
′
T ia′σ′T
aσ
i canσ
+g(5S2)c
†a′n†σ
′
T αa′σ′T
aσ
α canσ
+g(3S∗1 )d
†δn†σ
′
T iδσ′T
aσ
i canσ +C.C. , (11)
LP,gs = h(3P2)π†αT ijα T σai nσi (Vn − Vc)j ca
+h(5P2)π
†αT βjα T
σa
β nσi (Vn − Vc)j ca
+h(3P∗2 )π
†αT jkα T
δσ
k nσi(Vn − Vc∗)jdδ +C.C. , (12)
LP,es = h˜(3P1)π˜†kT ijk T σai nσi (Vn − Vc)j ca
+h˜(5P1)π˜
†kT βjk T
σa
β nσi (Vn − Vc)j ca
+h˜(1P∗1 )π˜
†kT 0jk T
σδ
0 nσi (Vn − Vc∗)j dδ
+h˜(3P∗1 )π˜
†kT ijk T
σδ
i nσi (Vn − Vc∗)j dδ +C.C. . (13)
Here fields nσ, ca, dδ, πα, and π˜i correspond to neu-
tron, 7Li, 7Li∗, 8Li and 8Li∗ respectively. The fields’ in-
dices are their spin projections with a specific convention:
σ, δ, .. = ±1/2, a, b, .. = ±3/2, ±1/2, α, β, .. = ±2, ±1, 0,
and i, j, .. = ±1, 0. The T ...... s are Clebsch-Gordan (C-
G) coefficients, for example, T ijα is the C-G coefficient
combining two spin ones to get a spin two, and T αij is,
in principle, its complex conjugate, although C-G coeffi-
cients are chosen to be real here. The notation for n, 7Li,
and 7Li∗ to couple to the two different P -wave dimers is,
we hope, obvious.
We do not introduce S-wave dimers. Instead, we re-
produce the unnaturally large scattering length in the
5S2 channel, a(5S2) = −3.63(5) fm [61], by taking the
corresponding S-wave coupling g(5S2) to be unnaturally
enhanced, i.e. to scale as 1/(Mnγ) [39–43]. In contrast,
the natural scaling 1/(MnΛ) would lead to a scattering
length similar to that observed in the 3S1 channel of
7Li-
n scattering, a(3S1) = 0.87(7) fm [61]. (See Table II for
a list of S-wave scattering lengths and P -wave effective
ranges, and their scaling assignments.)
Parameter Channel Value Assigned scaling
a(5S2) S-wave, S = 2 −3.63(5) fm 1/γ
a(3S1) S-wave, S = 1 0.87(7) fm 1/Λ
r P -wave, J = 2 −1.43(2) fm−1 Λ
r˜ P -wave, J = 1 −1.86(6) fm−1 Λ
TABLE II: Scattering parameters for n-7Li scattering in dif-
ferent channels. The effective “range” parameters are ex-
tracted from VMC calculations, as described in the text
around expression (24).
An immediate consequence of the existence of several
different channels in the P -wave parts of the Lagrangian
is that different channels mix, e.g., n + 7Li ↔ n + 7Li∗
can occur through the 2+ and 1+ channels corresponding
to 8Li and 8Li∗. As a result, the self-energy insertions of
π and π˜ fields, as shown in Fig. 1, all have contributions
from both n+ 7Li and n+ 7Li∗ intermediate states.
Let’s first focus on the 2+ channel. The self-energy of
the π field in this theory is
Σβα =
(−)δβα
6πMR
[
h2tk
2 (ik + 3µ) + h2(3P∗2 )k
′2 (ik′ + 3µ)
]
.
(14)
Here k2/2MR ≡ E is the n-c energy in the C.M. frame,
h2t ≡ h2(3P2) + h2(5P2), k′ ≡
√
k2 − γ2∆ + iǫ, and γ∆ ≡√
2MRE∗ with E
∗ the excitation energy of 7Li∗. We
also define γ∗ as the binding momentum of 8Li against
breakup to 7Li∗ and a neutron, so we have γ∗2 = γ2+γ2∆.
With E∗ = 0.478 MeV and B = 1.05 MeV we find γ =
57.8 MeV, γ∗ = 65.1 MeV, and γ∆ = 30.0 MeV (c.f.
Table I).
Next, we calculate the πα field’s dressed propagator, la-
beled asDβα ≡ δβαD, by summing up all the self-energy in-
sertion diagrams. The result is similar to that in Eq. (3).
However the difference in the consequent T-matrix cal-
culation is that n+ 7Li now has an inelastic channel for
E > E∗, i.e. above the threshold for core excitation.
Again by using T ∼ V ×D×V , we can compute the gen-
eral off-shell T-matrix for elastic and inelastic n+7Li and
n+ 7Li∗ scatterings. To make a connection to the phase
shift analysis in 7Li + n elastic scattering channels, we
only show the (2+ channel) T-matrix traced over initial-
and final-state spins, schematically:
10pi
MR
p · p′
Trσ,a〈p′;nσ, ca|T (E)|p;nσ, ca〉 = D
−1 6πMR
h2t
=
1
a
−
h2(3P∗2 )
h2t
γ3∆ −
1
2
(
r − 3
h2(3P∗2 )
h2t
γ∆
)
k2 + i
[
k3 +
h2(3P∗2 )
h2t
(k2 − γ2∆)
3
2
]
.
(15)
6In Eq. (15)
−1
2
r ≡ 3π
h2t
+ (1 +
h2(3P∗2 )
h2t
)3µ−
3h2(3P∗2 )
2h2t
γ∆;
1
a
≡ 6πMR
h2t
∆+
h2(3P∗2 )
h2t
γ2∆(γ∆ − 3µ) . (16)
At this point we have started from the EFT Lagrangian
(9)–(13) and derived an off-shell T (E) which encodes a
modified version of the effective-range expansion appro-
priate for the n-7Li-7Li∗ Hilbert space; it accounts for
the presence of the 7Li∗-n threshold at momentum γ∆.
Several comments are in order here. First, we see that if
k ≪ γ∆ then the non-analytic factor in Eq. (15) can be
expanded in powers of k2 and we recover the usual ERE
in n-7Li 2+ elastic scattering channel:
k3 cot δ = −1
a
+
1
2
rk2 + . . . . (17)
This is a manifestation of the decoupling theorem: if
additional degrees of freedom in the EFT are at high
energies, they may be replaced by a string of contact
operators. But, second, such a treatment prevails only
well below the 7Li∗ production threshold. Once k ≥ γ∆,
the inelastic channel is open, with the consequence be-
ing an increase in the imaginary part of D−1. But, even
below the threshold, the non-analyticity in k2 − γ2∆ will
be manifest as rapid dependence of the real part of D−1
on k. Third, the polynomial dependence for k ∼ γ∆ in-
volves coefficients that encode short-distance physics in
our EFT. In particular, the formula for 1/a now exhibits
a linear dependence on µ, a divergence that comes from
the diagram in which 8Li is excited to a 7Li∗-n state.
Both this, and the more standard 7Li-n loop, have a cu-
bic divergence, but this does not appear in PDS. This
linear divergence appears in 1/a once the loop contains
the additional energy scale, γ∆. For k 6= 0, both loops
have a linear divergence that is proportional to k2. The
coefficient of the µ-dependent piece of r thus involves a
quadratic sum of the couplings to all states to which 8Li
can couple. Fourth, as a consequence of this, the ERE
parameters in our theory have a different interpretation
than those in Refs. [11, 12]. In this work the specific
values of 1/a and r emerge as a combination of short-
distance (∼ 1/Λ effects) and effects at scale γ∗.
Equation (15) can be used to analytically continue the
T matrix in different channels to negative energy, in order
to find the binding energy of 8Li, from the prescription
D−1(k = iγ) = 0. By computing the residue of D at
this pole we find the wave function renormalization factor
(
√
Z) for the π fields up to NLO [46]:
Z =
(−)6π
h2t (r + 3γ) + 3h
2
(3P∗2 )
(γ∗ − γ∆) . (18)
From here we proceed in the same manner as that by
which we obtained Eq. (6) to get the ANCs for n + 7Li
and n+ 7Li∗ in 8Li:
C2(3P2)
h2(3P2)γ
2
=
C2(5P2)
h2(5P2)γ
2
=
C2(3P∗2 )
h2(3P∗2 )
γ∗2
=
Z
3π
. (19)
The same calculations can be done for the field π˜ that
represents 8Li∗. The couplings involved—h˜(3P1), h˜(5P1),
h˜(1P∗1 ) and h˜(3P∗1 )—are listed in the EFT Lagrangian,
expression (13). The following simple correspondences
can be invoked to get formulae for the 1+ (8Li∗) channel
which are the analogs of Eqs. (14)–(19) for the 2+ chan-
nel. For couplings: ∆ ↔ ∆˜, h(..)[h(..∗)] ↔ h˜(..)[h˜(..∗)],
and for observables: a ↔ a˜, and r ↔ r˜. Moreover, in
this excited state
√
2mRB8Li∗ = 41.6 MeV, while the
binding momentum with respect to the 7Li∗-n threshold
is 51.3 MeV. Once again we have γ˜∗2 ≡ γ˜2 + γ2∆ (c.f.
Table I).
We denote the dressed propagator for the π˜ field by D˜ji ≡ δji D˜, and then get the T -matrix (traced over neutron
and 7Li spins) in the 1+ channel:
6pi
MR
p · p′
Trσ,a〈p′;nσ, ca|T (E)|p;nσ, ca〉 = D˜
−1 6πMR
h˜2t
=
1
a˜
− h˜
2
t∗
h˜2t
γ3∆ −
1
2
(
r˜ − 3 h˜
2
t∗
h˜2t
γ∆
)
k2 + i
[
k3 +
h˜2t∗
h˜2t
(k2 − γ2∆)
3
2
]
(20)
−1
2
r˜ ≡ 3π
h˜2t
+ (1 +
h˜2t∗
h˜2t
)3µ− 3h˜
2
t∗
2h˜2t
γ∆ ;
1
a˜
≡ 6πMR
h˜2t
∆˜ +
h˜2t∗
h˜2t
γ2∆(γ∆ − 3µ) , (21)
with h˜2t ≡ h˜2(3P1) + h˜2(5P1), h˜2t∗ ≡ h˜2(1P∗1 ) + h˜
2
(3P∗1 )
.
Again, the conventional ERE for the 1+ n+7Li elastic scattering channel, −k3 cot δ˜ = 1a˜ − 12 r˜k2 + ., holds when
k ≪ γ∆, but Eq. (20) accounts for the opening of the 7Li∗-n channel above threshold. In consequence, the π˜ wave
7C(3P2) C(5P2) C(3P∗2 ) C˜(3P1) C˜(5P1) C˜(1P∗1 ) C˜(3P∗1 )
Nollett −0.283(12) −0.591(12) −0.384(6) 0.220(6) 0.197(5) −0.195(3) −0.214(3)
Ref. [21] −0.284(23) −0.593(23) 0.187(16) 0.217(13)
TABLE III: ANCs (fm−
1
2 ) for different channels. In the “Nollett” ANCs, the 7Li + n ANCs can be found Ref. [59], while
7Li∗ + n ANCs are computed by the same methods in this study. The measured 7Li + n ANCs are from Ref. [21].
function renormalization factor (
√
Z˜) and the ANCs for 8Li∗ (C˜(x)) at NLO are:
Z˜ =
(−)6π
h˜2t (r˜ + 3γ˜) + 3h˜
2
t∗(γ˜
∗ − γ∆)
, (22)
C˜2(3P1)
h˜2(3P1)γ˜
2
=
C˜2(5P1)
h˜2(5P1)γ˜
2
=
C˜2(3P∗1 )
h˜2(3P∗1 )
γ˜∗2
=
C˜2(1P∗1 )
h˜2(1P∗1 )
γ˜∗2
=
Z˜
3π
. (23)
Equations (19) and (23) indicate we need seven ANCs as input to our LO EFT calculation. In Table III, we collect
all the computed and measured ANCs used in the current study.
On the theory side, the computed ANCs involving the
7Li ground state were reported in Ref. [59]. Those in-
volving the excited state were computed by the same
methods and are presented here for the first time. The
ANCs were extracted from wave functions computed by
the VMC method [63]. Each wave function was com-
puted using a Hamiltonian comprising Argonne v18 two-
nucleon terms [64] and Urbana IX three-nucleon terms
[65]. While not as precise as Green’s function Monte
Carlo (GFMC) wave functions, VMC wave functions are
quite accurate for many purposes (and used as starting
points for GFMC). Accurate calculation of ANCs from
these wave functions is described in Refs. [59, 66], by a
method briefly recapitulated here.
Direct calculation of an ANC in a many-body model
from the definition given in Eq. (6) would amount to
calculation of an overlap integral. Because the varia-
tional wave functions are much harder to optimize in
their outer regions than in their interiors, calculations of
ANCs based on overlap integrals are inaccurate and am-
biguous. This problem is avoided by expressing the ANC
as an integral over the wave function interior, resembling
Lippman-Schwinger calculations of the T -matrix. The
ANCs in Table III typically have an error of < 5% due
to Monte Carlo sampling, much less than the capture
calculation error estimated below from omission of NLO
terms. There is a possibly larger but unknown error from
the accuracy of the wave functions and underlying Hamil-
tonian. Comparison of the computed ANCs (and closely-
related resonance widths) of many states with experimen-
tal results suggests that this error is typically no larger
than the experimental errors [59, 66]. Limited testing
with alternatively constructed wave functions supports
this conclusion.
On the experimental side, only 7Li+n ANCs have been
measured in Ref. [21] 4. Recently a new measurement has
been carried out [62], which, within its larger error bars,
agrees with that of Ref. [21]. Hence in the following,
when using experimental ANCs, we will only mention
those from Ref. [21].
By using the theory ANCs (first line of Table III) and
Eqs. (18), (19), (22) and (23), the effective ranges for the
two channels (as well as the h and h˜ couplings) are found.
We obtain
r = −1.43(2) fm−1; r˜ = −1.86(6) fm−1, (24)
as already quoted in Table II. Similar effective ranges are
found using the measured 7Li + n ANCs together with
the 7Li∗ + n ANCs found via VMC. The magnitude of r
and r˜ is larger than the naive high-energy scale Λ ∼ 90
MeV, as already mentioned in Sec. I.
In this study, we perform a LO calculation of cap-
ture observables. Hence we omit terms suppressed by
(γ, γ∗, γ˜)/(r, r˜). The γ, γ∗, γ˜, γ˜∗, and γ∆ appearing in
the denominators of Eqs. (18) and (22) are such effects,
so in our LO calculation we drop them, and obtain:
ZLO =
(−)6π
h2t r
; Z˜LO =
(−)6π
h˜2t r˜
. (25)
The LO ANCs, CLO(··· ) and C˜
LO
(··· ), as used in the capture
calculations, are then defined through Eqs. (19) and (23)
4 The original data were presented as squared ANCs in the “jj”
basis. Here we convert them (and the associated errors) to “ls”
basis by assuming that all ANCs have the same signs as in the
VMC calculations.
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FIG. 2: Tree diagrams for neutron-capture to 8Li and 8Li∗.
The line assignments for different fields are explained by the
momentum and spin labellings. These diagrams are at LO
for both initial total spin Si = 2 and Si = 1 channels. The
dominant components in the initial state are 5S2 and
3S1, but
D wave components also contribute in the left diagram.
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FIG. 3: Loop diagrams for neutron-capture to 8Li and 8Li∗.
The black blob corresponds to the scattering of the incoming
particles in the S-wave, as shown in Fig. 4. The sum of the
two diagrams is finite [11, 46]. Only the Si = 2 channel
contributes at LO, while perturbative initial-state scattering
effects in the Si = 1 channel enter at NLO. With the c fields
in the loop changed to d fields these diagrams represent the
dominant dynamical effect of core excitation, which occurs at
NLO in the γ/Λ expansion. Detailed discussions can be found
in the text.
with Z, Z˜ → ZLO, Z˜LO.
CLO(3P2)
2
h2(3P2)γ
2
=
CLO(5P2)
2
h2(5P2)γ
2
=
CLO(3P∗2 )
2
h2(3P∗2 )
γ∗2
=
ZLO
3π
. (26)
C˜LO(3P1)
2
h˜2(3P1)γ˜
2
=
C˜LO(5P1)
2
h˜2(5P1)γ˜
2
=
C˜LO(3P∗1 )
2
h˜2(3P∗1 )
γ˜∗2
=
C˜LO(1P∗1 )
2
h˜2(1P∗1 )
γ˜∗2
=
Z˜LO
3π
.
(27)
Given EFT couplings, ANCs determined from
Eqs. (26) and (27) are smaller than those from Eqs. (19)
and (23) by an amount that is formally of order γ/r ∼
1/5, but in actuality is somewhat larger, due to the factor
“3” in front of γ and γ˜ in expressions (18) and (22).
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σ n
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σ ’
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+ +...
FIG. 4: The diagrams for the multiple S-wave scatterings.
They are shown as a black blob in Fig. 3.
IV. RADIATIVE NEUTRON CAPTURE
In this section, we present our LO calculation of cap-
ture to 8Li and 8Li∗. A general incoming state can be
decomposed to states of initial spin Si = 2 and Si = 1.
To calculate the total cross section, we add the partial
cross sections from these different incoming states inco-
herently.
We first study capture to 8Li. The tree-level diagrams
at LO are shown in Fig. 2. There are both S- and D-
wave components in Si = 2 and Si = 1 channels. In
the loop diagrams shown in Fig. 3 only the incoming S-
wave contributes: D-wave initial-state interactions are
suppressed by five orders in the EFT expansion. The
Si = 1 loop diagrams also do not appear until NLO be-
cause the incoming wave scattering length in that chan-
nel a(3S1) = 0.87(7) fm [61] is natural, corresponding to a
coupling g(3S1) which scales with 1/Λ. Therefore the only
loop diagrams needed at LO are for n-7Li Si = 2 chan-
nel, where there is an unnaturally large incoming wave
scattering length a(5S2) = −3.63(5) fm [61]. Diagrams
like Fig. 3, but with core excitation in the intermediate
state are only allowed for the 7Li-n Si = 1 channel, and
so are also at least NLO. They will be discussed further
below.
For the 7Li+n(Si = 2)→ 8Li(2+)+γ partial cross section the capture amplitudeM at LO including the diagrams
in Fig. 2 and (non-core-excitation diagrams of) Fig. 3 is
M = iech(5P2)
√
8ZLOMnMcMncT
σa
β T
βj
α

 ǫ∗(λ) · Vc
p0c − ω − (pc−k)
2
2Mc
+ iǫ
(
pc
MR
− k
Mc
)
j
+ (1 +X(pc; γ, a(5S2))
ǫ∗(λ)j
Mc

 ,
(28)
α,λ∑
σ,a
|M|2 = 5
3
64παZ2c
3π
γ2
M2n
MR
(
CLO(5P2)
)2 [
|1 +X(pc; γ, a(5S2))|2 −
2p2c sin
2 θ
p2c + γ
2
(
γ2
p2c + γ
2
+Re
{
X(pc; γ, a(5S2))
})]
.
(29)
In Eq. (28), σ, a, and α are the spin projections of the neutron, 7Li, and 8Li, while ǫ∗(λ) is the photon field vector
with polarization λ. The initial core momentum is pc, the photon final momentum is k (both in the C.M. frame), and
θ is the angle between them. The factors α and Zc are the electromagnetic fine structure constant and the proton
number of the core, so ec = Zc|e|. The LO wave-function renormalization factors, ZLO, and ANCs, CLO(..) , were defined
9in Sec. III. Meanwhile, X is a function that encodes loop contributions for capture from an S-wave state of relative
momentum p, where there is a large scattering length, a, to a P -wave state with binding momentum γ. It is defined
as:
X(pc; γ, a) ≡ (−)i
a−1 + ipc
[
pc − 2
3
i
γ3 − ip3c
γ2 + p2c
]
. (30)
For the 7Li + n(Si = 1) → 8Li(2+) + γ partial cross section, we can go through the same calculations and get |M|2
with initial and final quantum numbers (i, f) summed up:
∑
i,f
|M|2 = 5
3
64παZ2c
3π
γ2
M2n
MR
(
CLO(3P2)
)2 [
1− p
2
c sin
2 θ
p2c + γ
2
2γ2
p2c + γ
2
]
, (31)
where, because a(3S1)/a(5S2) = O(γ/Λ), the loop diagram is NLO in this channel. The factor 5/3 in both Eqs. (29)
and (31) comes from summing up all the spin indices in T σaβ T
βj
α T
β′
σaT
α
β′j′ = T
βj
α T
α
βj′ = 5/3δ
j
j′ (Si = 2 channel), and
in T σai T
ij
α T
i′
σaT
α
i′j′ = T
ij
α T
α
ij′ = 5/3δ
j
j′ (Si = 1 channel).
For capture to 8Li∗, we have parallel calculations and results:
∑
i,f
|M|2 = 64παZ2c
3π
γ˜2
M2n
MR
{(
C˜LO(3P1)
)2 [
1− p
2
c sin
2 θ
p2c + γ˜
2
(
2γ˜2
p2c + γ˜
2
)]
+
(
C˜LO(5P1)
)2 [
|1 +X(pc; γ˜, a(5S2))|2 −
2p2c sin
2 θ
p2c + γ˜
2
(
γ˜2
p2c + γ˜
2
+Re
{
X(pc; γ˜, a(5S2))
})]}
. (32)
Here X appears again due to the loop diagrams (Fig. 3) for the Si = 2 capture to the
8Li excited state, and the loop
effect in the Si = 1 channel is NLO and not included here. The factor
5
3 in this case is absent, because here the spin
summation is T σai T
ij
k T
i′
σaT
k
i′j′ = T
ij
k T
k
ij′ = δ
j
j′ (Si = 1) and T
σa
β T
βj
k T
β′
σaT
k
β′j′ = T
βj
k T
k
βj′ = δ
j
j′ (Si = 2).
Now let’s consider the effect of core excitation in the diagrams shown in Fig. 3. The fact that the total spin is
unaffected by the multiple scattering in the incoming wave means that this effect can only occur if the initial n-7Li
total spin Si = 1. For example, for capture to
8Li, by doing calculations similar to those presented above, we find
that core excitation modifies the loop effect from X(pc; γ, a(3S1)) to X(pc; γ, a(3S1)) +
h(3P∗
2
)
h(3P2)
Y , where
Y ≡ g(3S∗1 )
MR
2π
[
−
√
γ2∆ − p2c − iǫ+
2
(
γ∗3 − (γ2∆ − p2c)
√
γ2∆ − p2c − iǫ
)
3(γ2 + p2c)
]
,
pc→0−→ g(3S∗1 )
MRγ
2π

2
3
√
1 +
γ2∆
γ2
(
1 +
γ2∆
γ2
)
− γ∆
γ
− 2
3
γ3∆
γ3

 , (33)
with the coupling g(3S∗1 ) defined in Eq. (11). The two core-excitation diagrams, when summed together, are convergent:
their ultraviolet behavior is the same as the analogous diagrams without core excitation [46].
The factor Y can change the cross section in the Si = 1
channel. However, if we assume that g(3S∗1 ) is natural,
i.e. not abnormally enhanced (c.f. the 5S2 incoming
channel), then Y ∼ γ/Λ as pc → 0. This is to be
compared with the loop function X which goes to γa as
pc → 0. This is also γ/Λ for a natural scattering length
(as in the 3S1) but is ∼ 1 if a is unnaturally large (as
in the 5S2). The naturalness of g(3S∗1 ) is supported by
results in Ref. [5, 13] which show that that the inelastic
7Li(n, n′)7Li∗ cross section is much smaller than that for
elastic scattering from threshold up to En of a few MeV.
However, it is possible that in other systems the inelas-
tic scattering is unnaturally enhanced. Core-excitation
loop diagrams should be included in LO calculations in
such systems. Even in the absence of dynamical core-
excitation effects, such as those in Fig. 3, the possibility
to excite the 7Li core to 7Li∗ affects our LO calculation:
it alters the distribution of strength between different
channels in the dimer self-energy, thus changing the rela-
tionship between, e.g. ANCs and the effective range, r,
in the 8Li channel.
We can address the decoupling theorem for the core-
excitation diagrams by taking the (unphysical) limit,
γ/γ∆ ∼ pc/γ∆ → 0, in which case we get
Y −→ g(3S∗1 )
MR
2π
O(
p2c , γ
2
γ∆
) . (34)
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This indicates that if the energy scale of core excitation is
high, its dynamical impact at low energy is suppressed to
N2LO, which is in accord with the power counting for the
E1 contact operator associated with an incoming S-wave
channel with a natural scattering length [46].
In contrast, there is a contact term associated with
the E1 5S2 → 8Li transition already at NLO. We can see
this by the following simple argument. Because this is an
E1 transition, the ratio between the contact contribution
and the full result in the 5S2 channel can be estimated
as [46]
∫ 1/Λ
0 dr(r − a)r(1 + 1γr )e−γr∫ +∞
0
dr(r − a)r(1 + 1γr )e−γr
∼ O
( γ
Λ
)
. (35)
Now we have all the ingredients needed to calculate
the total cross section at LO, using the LO ANCs and
the following formula:
dσ =
1
64π2M2nc
ω
pc
1
8
∑
|M|2dΩ (36)
We collect our results in Figs. 5 and 6. We can see that
1/v behavior of the calculated cross section holds up to
En = 200 keV. The nominal accuracy of our LO ampli-
tude is ∼ γ/r ≈ 20%. This translates into an uncertainty
of ≈ 40% for the cross section. There is also a much
smaller uncertainty (< 5%) in the cross-section predic-
tion due to the uncertainties in the VMC ANCs. Us-
ing the measured ANCs [21]—where available—instead
of VMC ANCs to obtain values for r and r˜ leads to cross
sections that differ from those shown in Fig. 5 by only a
few per cent. An error band indicating the overall 40%
uncertainty in the LO Halo-EFT calculation is shown in
Fig. 6. We find agreement between theory and experi-
ment within the combined error bars. The central value
for the threshold σv that is predicted by the theory is
below the mean value of the data, however we already
see that corrections ∼ γ/r to the ANCs used in the EFT
calculation will push the theory prediction higher.
In addition to total cross sections, the ratio of partial
cross sections associated with different initial spin states
and branching ratios to different final states have been
measured. Our LO results based on the computed ANCs
agree very well with these data on relative amplitudes.
Considering first the relative contributions of different
initial spin states, pc = 0 gives
σ[(Si = 1)→ 2+]
σ[(Si = 2)→ 2+] =
(
CLO(3P2)
)2
(
CLO(5P2)
)2
(1− 23γa(5S2))2
.
Therefore
σ[(Si = 2)→ 2+]
σ(→ 2+) = 0.927, (37)
where σ(→ Jpi) denotes the total cross section to the
specified final state including all initial spin states.
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FIG. 5: Total cross section × neutron velocity vs. neutron lab
energy. “g.s.” and “e.s.” correspond to capture to 8Li and
8Li∗, while “tot” is the sum of these two. The calculation is
based on the computed ANCs. The data are from Ref. [1].
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FIG. 6: Total cross section based on computed ANCs vs. neu-
tron lab energy. The data are from Refs. [1–7]. The “Imhof
(a)” and “Imhof (b)” are the same data from Ref. [7] normal-
ized to two different reference cross sections. Three different
calculation curves are shown. “cal” is our LO results, while
“1.4cal” and “0.6cal” are the LO results multiplied by 1.4 and
0.6 respectively, so as to indicate the uncertainty of the LO
Halo EFT prediction for the cross section.
This—as well as the expressions for other threshold ratios
given below—hold as long as pc ≪ γ, γ˜.
The ratio (37) is largely unaffected by higher-order ef-
fects in the ANCs: the ratio C(3P2)/C(5P2) is fixed by
the relative size of the couplings h to these two channels
and does not change when NLO terms are included in the
denominator of (18). Once dynamical core excitation ap-
pears at NLO it will affect the rate for capture from the
3S1, but not that from the
5S2. Initial-state interactions
also appear at NLO in the S = 1 channel. We can use the
size of this second effect to estimate the impact of NLO
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corrections on the result (37). Including X(0; γ, a3S1) in
the expression for the cross-section ratio alters the num-
ber given in (37) by 2%, so this prediction appears to be
very stable against higher-order effects. Meanwhile, the
use of experimental (rather than VMC) ANCs as input
to determine r produces a consistent result within the ex-
perimental uncertainties on the ANCs. We thus obtain
a final result, including higher-order uncertainties:
σ[(Si = 2)→ 2+]
σ(→ 2+) = 0.93(2). (38)
In Ref. [69] (c.f. Ref. [2]), a lower bound of 0.86 for the
ratio σ[(Si = 2)→ 2+]/σ(→ 2+) has been reported. Our
result is certainly consistent with that constraint. In con-
trast, the EFT calculation in Ref. [11] assumed equal n-
7Li coupling strengths in 3P2 and
5P2 channels and con-
sequently failed to satisfy this experimental lower bound.
There is no experimental data on the corresponding
ratio of Si = 2 and Si = 1 partial cross sections for
capture to the excited state. We predict this ratio to be
σ[(Si = 2)→ 1+]
σ(→ 1+) = 0.65 (39)
using the VMC ANCs as input. The uncertainty in the
input affects that prediction by < 1%. This is the only
case in which the use of experimental ANCs alters the
result significantly: we obtain 0.75(4) for the ratio if
we use the ANCs of Ref. [21] as input, with the error
bar stemming from the sizable uncertainties in the ANC
measurements of that work. The difference with Eq. (39)
is driven by the different values of the ANCs C˜(3P1) and
C˜(5P1). Meanwhile, arguing in the same manner by which
we obtained the uncertainty quoted in Eq. (38), we esti-
mate higher-order effects in the excited-state Si = 2 and
Si = 1 partial cross section ratio to be about 9%. We em-
phasize that this uncertainty is separate from the larger
uncertainty stemming from discordant values for the in-
put to the EFT calculation. Therefore here we quote two
numbers:
σ[(Si = 2)→ 1+]
σ(→ 1+) = 0.65(6) or 0.75(7), (40)
where the first is a prediction using VMC ANCs as input
and the second uses the ANCs measured in Ref. [21] to set
the size of r˜. Both results include both the uncertainty
due to higher-order Halo-EFT effects and uncertainty due
to the input used in our LO EFT calculation. We note
that a measurement of this ratio at the higher end of
the range shown in Eq. (40) would speak in favor of the
larger ANCs quoted in Ref. [21], while, conversely, a spin-
2-to-total excited-state capture cross-section ratio in the
neighborhood of 0.6 would suggest that the VMC ANCs
are correct.
Next, we discuss the branching ratio for capture to the
ground state. Near threshold, the ratio of capture cross
sections is
σ(→ 1+)
σ(→ 2+) =
3
5
(
C˜LO(3P1)
)2
+
(
C˜LO(5P1)
)2
|1− 23a(5S2)γ˜|2(
CLO(3P2)
)2
+
(
CLO(5P2)
)2
|1− 23a(5S2)γ|2
⇒ σ(→ 2
+)
σ
= 0.88, (41)
a result which is reflected in Fig. 5. This ratio is largely
controlled by the excited-state and ground-state ANCs,
but is also affected by the initial state (rescattering) effect
due to large S-wave scattering length in Si = 2 channels
[cf. Eqs. (29), (31), and (32)]. In Ref. [3], the branching
ratio is measured to be 0.89± 0.01 for thermal neutrons.
The authors of Ref. [4] also found 0.89± 0.01 at 20 to 70
keV. Both of these measurements are in excellent agree-
ment with our number.
To estimate the NLO effect we use the full ANCs, de-
fined by Eq. (19), rather than the LO ones. This changes
the result for the branching ratio by about 5%, although
it should be noted that the ratio σ(→ 1+)/σ(→ 2+) is
reduced by the nominal 40% of an NLO effect, it’s just
that there is very little contribution from capture to the
1+ to begin with. Effects due to initial-state scattering in
the spin-1 channel and dynamical core excitation will also
enter at NLO, and are expected to have similar, ∼ 40%,
impact on σ(→ 1+)/σ(→ 2+). These may compensate
somewhat for the reduction in the ratio (41) due to NLO
effects in the ANCs. Thus, overall we have
σ(→ 2+)
σ
= 0.88(4) (42)
The error bar due to uncertainties in the EFT input
(ANCs) is negligible compared to that from NLO effects.
V. SUMMARY
We have studied 7Li(n, γ)8Li in the framework of Halo-
EFT, using ANCs from ab initio calculations to fix EFT
parameters. One could also use ANCs inferred from
transfer-reaction experiments for this purpose; we have
checked that doing so in the 8Li system does not alter
any of our conclusions substantially. Our total cross sec-
tion result shows agreement with the available data at
the level expected of a calculation at leading order in the
γ/Λ expansion of Halo EFT. Interestingly the branching
ratio between the threshold captures to 8Li and to 8Li∗,
as well as the ratio of partial cross sections originating
from Si = 2 and Si = 1 initial spin states agree very well
with data. The first ratio is controlled by the quadratic
sum of 8Li and 8Li∗ ANCs, together with initial-state
(5S2) rescattering. The second ratio is proportional to
the squared ratio of 3P2 and
5P2 ANCs in
8Li and is also
modified by the strong initial-state effect. In comparison,
the previous EFT calculation [11, 12], which assumed
equal n-7Li coupling strengths in 5P2 and
3P2 channels,
fails to satisfy the measured lower bound on the fraction
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of captures that proceed from the Si = 2 initial state.
We also calculated the ratio of partial cross sections for
capture to 8Li∗ with different initial-state spins. No data
are presently available for this observable. All of these
ratios should have smaller higher-order corrections than
will the total cross section.
Another advance reported here is the inclusion of non-
perturbative channel mixing via the inclusion of core ex-
citation in the effective-range expansion for the two-body
T -matrix. The behavior of the effective-range expan-
sion in the presence of coupled channels was also stud-
ied in the context of EFT in Ref. [70], but there the
focus was on the case for scattering with l = 0. The
effective-range expansion for the case we studied here,
where there are multiple channels with different thresh-
olds, was discussed—albeit in very different formalisms to
ours—in Ref. [71, 72]; Refs. [73, 74] considered effective-
range expansions for multiple open channels with the
same threshold.
The general T -matrix results obtained here should hold
in any system with strong P -wave scattering and a low-
lying excitation of the core. Dynamical core excitation
is accidentally suppressed in the 7Li-n system, so that
it only appears at NLO, but it can be a leading-order
effect in other cases. In particular, we emphasize that
the effective-range expansion used in Refs. [11, 12] has
a radius of convergence p < γ∆, and so formally it does
not permit analytic continuation of scattering data to the
8Li pole. Thus, although our result r = −1.43(2) fm−1
is quite close to that found by fitting the capture cross
section in Ref. [11], r = −1.47 fm−1, only in our calcu-
lation can the connection between the bound-state ANC
and the effective-range expansion parameter r be prop-
erly established. Furthermore, our explicit inclusion of
γ∆ as a low-energy scale means that the number we ob-
tain for r has distinct contributions from physics at scale
Λ and effects due to the 7Li excited state.
The agreement with data is promising and encour-
ages study of higher-order contributions for this process
in the same approach. It also suggests that it may be
worthwhile to include the 3+ resonance explicitly in the
EFT, as was done in Ref. [12], so that we are not lim-
ited to examining capture cross section data at En ≤ 200
keV. However, higher-order calculations will involve more
undetermined EFT constants, and additional strategies
to fix these from ab initio calculations and/or data will
be required. The present calculation benefited from the
close connection between ANCs, which have been of con-
siderable interest to the nuclear structure community in
recent years, and LO couplings in Halo-EFT. Less ob-
vious correspondences between the two formalisms will
have to be found before higher-order parameters can be
fixed, or else work will be needed to identify measured
observables that can meet the same need.
This methodology can also be applied to study ra-
diative capture to other shallow two-body bound states.
This could be especially useful in cases where data is
scarce. We are presently applying these methods to the
reaction 7Be(p, γ)8B. This is closely related to 7Li neu-
tron capture by isospin symmetry in microscopic models,
but the two processes present rather different challenges
for Halo-EFT because of the Coulomb interaction. We
expect the relationship between Halo-EFT calculations
of these two isospin-mirror reactions will be informative.
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